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ABSTRACT 

In today's world technology is evolving every second and has new trends 

every day and year. These days creating a multimedia website is extremely easy and 

doesn't cost much and it also provides an opportunity to add value to the information 

presented, both in terms of quantity and quality. After reviewing a lot of websites on 

disability we came to the decision that a website needs to be designed that will focus 

on the term disability but the entire website will revolve around mental disability and 

will have some new features and information on it. 

Disability refers to physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one 

or more major life. This report presents the development cycle of Disability Hope 

Website that will contain different services beneficial to the viewers and readers. It 

will have some games that will help the children to gain some skills. This website is 

basically created to make people including parents, teachers, professionals aware of 

the term mental disability and types of disability. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

INTRODUCTION 
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1.1. Introduction: 

"They are LAMED by your language, CRIPPLED by your charity, 

INVALIDATED by our doctors, VICTIMS of your systems and HANDICAPPED 

by society" 

(Gosling, 2003) 

Th world that mentally disabled children live within is still unknown to many 

people; even the families with disabled offspring are still not aware that their child 

lives within. This anonymity is a result of lack of knowledge about how disabled 

children communicate; their psychology, sociology and many other aspects. The 

objective of this senior project is to find new ways of relating and communicating 

with the disabled and handicapped children in order to bridge the gap between the 

"normal" world and their world so that they are not labelled and are treated the same 

way as normal children. The advent of technology is bringing new ways of acquiring 

knowledge and sharing experiences and we think that with the boost of latest and new 

technology we can add a positive value to these disabled children in order to 

communicate and provide for them a tool that can bring a positive change in their 

lives. This will also help them to make their dreams and desires come true, 

knowledge, and the ability to make them participate fully with the society. 

1.2. Problem Statement: 

After performing a through online research on and about disabled children, 

their services and websites we found that there are very limited resources available. 

The content found in most of the websites is mainly about scientific definition or 

description of the disabilities, or on how to terminate disabled children and persons. 

There is very little information for families with disable children to orient them or at 
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least share experiences with other families in similar situations. Furthermore, families 

with disabled children in the Arab world feel helpless as they are unable to find good 

and relevant information or laces from where they can get orientation or guidance. 

They are also unable to find resources on schools for special needs or hospitals 

specialized in disabilities. They usually feel embarrassed, hide their disabled children, 

and are not aware of how they can help their children and even themselves. As having 

a disabled child in the Arab society is considered as a taboo. They sometimes just 

need to share their experience with families with similar context in order to learn from 

each other. Hence, there is an urgent need to raise awareness about children suffering 

from disabilities and at the same time provide guidance to families with disable 

children especially in Arab countries. 

1.3. Project Scope: 

The project scope is to design and implement a website that contains 

information about disabilities and resources for disabled children so that these 

children are able to learn and have fun with the help of using computer. The website 

will also provide a place for parents so that they are able to share experiences and 

learn from each others' responses and know that they are not the only ones who have 

disabled children. Our main focus is to provide a first version of such a website in the 

Arab world in English and then provide the Arabic version as a second phase of the 

project. The content of the website is determined based on the literature review and 

data collection that will be done through questionnaires and this will help us to 

determine the system requirements. 
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1.4. Research Objectives: 

Our website will provide different information for special type of disabled 

people such as mental disability. This website will be able to help the parents with 

disabled children as they will get a lot of information that will help them to be strong 

and also help their child. At the same time we will provide a new media and integrate 

it within the website and this will be very different than games as it will use colours to 

interact with disabled children. Our idea is to create a new media like sound and view 

library. 

1.5. Research Methodology: 

This part explains the structure of the activities that are required to develop the 

software. We will use this in our first model because it is based on the idea of 

developing an initial implementation and then we will post it to get feedback and then 

with the comments we will work on it and refine it many times and have temporary 

versions available until we develop the final version. 

1.5.1. Process Model: 

This process is an abstract representation of a software process. Each model 

represents a process from a particular perspective. It helps to provide only a part of 

the information about that process. This will present an architectural perspective so 

we will be able to see the framework of the process but not the details of specific 

activities. 
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1.5.1.1 . The Process Models: 

The process model consists of three steps which are further divided into three 

sub-sections and they are as follows: 

1- The waterfall model: This takes the fundamental process activities of the

specification .development, validation and evolution and then it will represent them as 

separate process and phases such as requirements, specifications, software design, 

implementation, and testing. 

2- Evolutionary development: This approach interleaves the activities of

specification, development and validation. This system is rapidly developed from 

specification abstract. 

3- Component-based software engineering: This is based on the existing number of

reusable components. This system development is the process that will focus on the 

integration of the reusable components which can be seen in Figure 1.1. 

A-Specification: This is the definition of what the software will produce and

the constraints in our operation. 

B-Development: This part will talk about how our software will be designed

and how it will be programmed. 

C-Validation: This part is about where our program and software will checked

to make sure that what we have done is correct and is following the idea and theme of 

our senior project. 
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Evolutionary Development 

Specification Initial Version 

Intermediate Versions 
Development 

Validation Final Version 

Figure 1.1: Evolutionary Development 

1-Specification: Is the process of understanding and defining what services are

required from the system and also detaining the constraints in the system. 

2-Design: The system design process will divide the requirements based on the

software or hardware and this will help to establish overall system architecture 

3-Implementation: In this stage software design will be realised as a set of programs

or units. 

4-Testing and Validation: The individual programs unit or programs will be

integrated together and tested as a complete system to ensure that the software 

requirements are met. 
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2.1. Introduction: 

All over the world we see that the society works for the betterment of the 

country keeping in mind the special needs children. This has not been the case in the 

Arab society as they are far behind in the field of disability and special need areas. 

Many things are done every day but those are for the normal people and if we see on 

the other hand not much is done for these special needs and disabled children. Then 

came the moment in which we decided as students that our senior project will be 

something special and it was the start of developing a website for disabled children. 

The website will be able to give awareness on mental disability so the first step 

consisted of reviewing the available literature and this was done by reviewing three 

websites present in the Arab world. For example, some websites were reviewed in 

order to study them and then identify their strengths and weaknesses to get an idea 

for our website. From these results and feedback from people such as parents, we will 

develop our senior project website. 

2.2. Dubai Autism Centre: 

This website was established in 2001 in Dubai. Dubai Autism centre is the 

largest, the most innovative and comprehensive non-profit organization in UAE. 

About DAC OAC Services OAC Med1.1 Ewuts VIP List AIJout Autum1 Emptoyment WI Involved Home 

�;-:.ii ..,----a j.-.S
[) u ba i Al�tisrn Ci:ntcr 

"The source of our concern for 
special needs people is to give 
each md1v1dual in our society 
the attention and care they 
deserve.· 

MH e >- a l  ", 

l � • I l I�•" 

( I , �n � ,, • I � t , 
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2.2.4. DAC Services: 

In this page they explain more about the diagnosis. of the autism and give the 

difference between the normal and abnormal children. Also they explain some of the 

diagnosis checked by them and the speciality and some of the tests they made to know 

if the children have the symptoms of autism. The services intervention explains 

academic programs that teach children need and they try to know the strong point in 

that child and then that are able to know and develop that area. Also, services-family 

support club was founded in November 2005, and it provides services to the families 

of children enrolled at the Center, on the basis that the family as an active and 

important part of the team successful work, and this includes the Chairperson of 

family consultation services and the creation of a spirit of communication and 

constant interaction between the parents and the Centre. (DAC, 2006). 

Then the training program services explain how the centre keeps on the new 

information about autism and how they train their staff by making different 

workshops and each one have a specific aim such as ASSESSMENT AND 

DIAGNOSIS, BEHAVIORAL WORKSHOP, and COMMUNICATION AND 

SOCIAL WORKSHOP. The last part was DAC unit services and in this page they 

explain the importance of the early intervention programs such as the studies and 

research that prove the progress that occurs in children when they enrol in early 

intervention educational programs. (DAC, 2006). 

Also they make a class room program for the children and older ones who 

have autism such as Community Service Unit, Psychology Unit, Speech

Communication Unit, Occupational Therapy & Creative Unit, Movement Therapy, 

Art Therapy, Computer Therapy, Music Therapy. (DAC, 2006). 
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2.2.10. Weaknesses: 

Following are the weakness of the website: 

1. The colours of the website are not comfortable for the viewers as they are very

bright and don't go with the theme of disability. 

2. The picture of the owner is on every page and it is kind of inappropriate.
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Dreamweaver is called a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) 

design environment which means that the program will take care of converting your 

ideas into HTML, leaving you with time to do more important things. The web 

technologies are supported by a recent version of Dreamweaver, which are: CSS, 

JavaScript, and various server-side scripting languages, and frameworks including 

ASP.NET, Java Server Pages, and PHP. It has a pleasant combination of advanced 

tools mixed in with a tasteful graphical user interface. 

There are many features of Dreamweaver that allow users to preview websites 

in multiple browsers, which they can download on a computer. It also allows users to 

use management tools such as the ability to find and replace lines of text or code by 

whatever parameters that are specified across the entire site, and also create multiple 

pages with similar structures. The behaviour panel also enables the use of basic 

JavaScript without any coding knowledge. 

Dreamweaver enables a web author to work with text, images, and other web 

page elements, to create and edit web pages in much the same way that desktop 

publishing programs enable one to create page designs for print publications. Another 

feature of Dreamweaver is that it does not require manipulation of HTML code when 

designing the web page. In addition, it enables the user to build his/her own custom 

templates, allowing alterations to hundreds of pages to be made with one single 

change even in large web sites because of the huge array of database utilities. 

Dreamweaver includes powerful features to help manage all the related files for a site, 

post those files to a remote web server, and keep the local files on the remote server 

synchronized. 
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2.5.2. ASP.NET: 

•••dlt'U·l••rnlll•• ... 1 

ASP.NET 2.0 

Figure 2.24: ASP.NET Software 

ASP.NET is a framework for developing web sites, web applications and 

XML web services. It is developed by Microsoft Corporation. ASP .NET allows 

programmers to implement applications via several development tools. This includes, 

Microsoft Expression Web, Visual Studio .NET, Visual Studio 2005, Macromedia 

Dreamweaver MX and others. (ASP-Wikipedia, 2009). 

2.5.3. Adobe Photoshop CS2: 

C. 
0 
.c: 
VI 
0 

0 
.c: 
0. 

<l.) 

� 
� 

Figure 2.25: Adobe Photoshop Software 
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Visual Studio includes many programming languages such as C, C++, 

VB.NET, and C#. Also it supports other languages like F#, Python, XML, XSLT, 

HTML, XHTML, JavaScript, and CSS. 

Microsoft Visual Studio has many powerful features and one of them is that it 

has a host of visual designers to assist in developing any application. Some 

applications that include in Visual Studios are: 

1. WinForms Designer: This designer is used to build GUI (Graphical User

Interface) applications. It contains many controls and widgets such as buttons,

text boxes, progress bars, labels, containers and other controls. Also it has

some controls that display data from other sources as the grid view control

which displays data from a query or a database. This designer can generate

either C# or VB.NET for the application since it come only the event driven

programming models.

2. Web Designer: This designer is used mainly in developing and building

ASP.NET applications and it supports HTML, CSS and JavaScript. It includes

a web site editor and designer and they are used by dragging and dropping

widgets.

3. Data Designer: It is used for editing database schemas graphically as well as

designing queries for the graphical view. It includes the database type, tables,

primary key, foreign key and constraints of that table.

4. Class Designer: This designer is used to author and edit classes by using

UML (Unified Modeling Language).

5. Mapping Designer: It is used to map between classes and database schemas.
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Microsoft Visual Studio has many tools such as the open tab browser, 

properties editor, object browser, solution explorer, team explorer, data explorer and 

server explorer. The products of Microsoft Visual Studio are Microsoft Visual C++, 

Microsoft Visual C#, Microsoft Visual Basic and Microsoft Visual Web Developer. 

(VS-Wikipedia, 2009). 

We are going to use Microsoft Visual Basic which is an implementation of 

VB.NET language to build the games that will be included in our website pages. Also 

we will use Microsoft Visual Web Developer to create our website and web-services 

by using ASP .NET. 

2.5.6. Microsoft .NET Framework: 

M ic�rosoft
® 

Figure 2.28: Microsoft.Net Framework Software 

It is a software framework that can be installed o computers running Microsoft 

Windows operating systems. It includes a large library of coded solutions to prevent 

common programming problems and a virtual machine that manages the execution of 

programs written specifically for the framework. The .NET Framework is a key 

Microsoft offering and is intended to be used by most new applications created for the 

Windows platform. (Wikipedia, 2009). 
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3.1 Introduction: 

Based on the literature review and the team personal vision, a set of 

requirements have been identified for the project. However, given the specification of 

the subject, there is a plan to develop a questionnaire and get feedback from 

specialized staff and families with disabled children and persons. Their feedback will 

be considered and added to the set of requirements during the second phase of this 

project before the implementation and testing. Listed below is the list of the website 

features that is under design process for the next phase: 

I. The website will present information about schools and centres for disabled

children.

2. The website will provide links that display job for disabled people.

3. Also we will include some disability trip around the world.

4. The website also, will provide a table which will contain information about

hospitals and institutions.

5. Disadvantage and advantages of disability marriage.

6. Also we will talk about different types of disability.

7. Provide flash colouring and PDF documents to read which will make the

website more informative for the parents.

8. Provide education games.

9. Include library that is useful for parents and the disabled children.

10. There will be a speaker on the website so that children can hear the words.
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4.2. Data Modelling: 

An entity-relationship (ER) diagram is a specialized graphic that illustrates the 

interrelationships between entities in a database. ER diagrams often use symbols to 

represent three different types of information that are entities, relationships and 

attributes. For Disability Hope Website, the Entity-Relationship Model below shows 

the entities and the relations needed to represent the data that will be stored and 

manipulated by the website .. (ER-Wikipedia, 2009). 

4.3. Data Model: 

A data model in software engineering is an abstract model that describes how 

data is represented and accessed. Data models formally define data elements and 

relationships among data elements for a domain of interest. (DM- Wikipedia, 2009). 

Figure 4.3: Data Model 
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CHAPTERS: 

Software Implementation 
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The following sections present the work conducted this semester, which is the 

website development. 

5.1 introduction: 

The goal of this chapter is to describe the implementation of the application in 

details. Implement application mean the process of generate and manage data during 

the life cycle of this data. And this implementing did by a software program to enable 

communication with other software. 

5.2 Tools: 

The following software tool ware used for implementation during this project is: 

5.2.1 Dreamweaver CS4: 

Dreamweaver is a top web design program used by professionals and 

beginners alike. It has been designed to be used in a commercial environment and 

benefits from having advanced web designing tools .It is part of the Macromedia 

Suite, and offers powerful database utilities and provides a wide range of e-commerce 

capabilities. 

5.2.2 HTML hyper language: 

HTML is a language for describing web pages. It is stand for Hyper Text 

Markup Language. It is not pure programming language it is a markup language. And 

markup language is a set of markup tags. This markup tags use to describe web pages 

also it calls usually HTML tags. It is surrounded by angle brackets like <html>. It is 

come in pairs such as <b> is the start tag and <lb> is the end tag sometimes it is called 

opening and closing tags. 
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5.1.1 What is phpBB: 

Since its creation in 2000, phpBB has become the most widely used Open 

Source forum solution. Has an easy to use administration panel and a user friendly 

installation process, which allows you to have a forum set up in minutes. With a 

large and highly customisable set of key features coupled with a standards 

compliant interface, phpBB will grow with, and complement your website. With 

millions of installations worldwide, it is no wonder phpBB is one of the most 

popular ways to create and support a community. 

5.3 Java script: 

JavaScript is the most popular scripting language on the internet, and works in 

all major browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Opera, and Safari. It 

was designed to add interactivity to HTML pages. Scripting language is a lightweight 

programming language; it held directly into HTML pages. Also it can execute without 

preliminary compilation. Java Script uses in this project in some places are: menu 

pare, dynamic pictures in the about us page and in the video to open and close the 

line. 

5.3.1 Cascading Style Sheets: 

Cascading Style Sheets or CSS is a style define hoe to display the HTML 

elements wear adds to HTML. It is a simple mechanism for adding style to Web 

documents designing work. Such as text font, colors, background pages and extra. 
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5.3.2 Page division and organization: 

• Open Dreamweaver software, create HTML website.

low 
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Figure 5.1: Dreamweaver Home Page 
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• Divide the page to many <div>, and each dive responsepol for one area show.

To create our div element we go to Insert> Layout Objects> Div Tag. 
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5.2. 7 How to build forum 

1. After we chose the forum language which is phpBB we start the

Installation of phpBB will vary according to your server and database. 

phpBB3 comes supplied with english as its standard language The installation 

screen gives you a short introduction into phpBB. It allows you to read the 

license phpBB3 is released under (General Public License) and provides 

information about how you can receive support. To start the installation, use 

the Install button. Requirements the first page you will see after starting the 

installation is the Requirements list. phpBB checks automatically whether 

everything that it needs to run properly is installed on your server. You need to 

have at least the minimum PHP version installed, and at least one database 

available to continue the installation. Also important, is that all shown folders 

are available and do have the correct permissions 

2. A web server or web hosting account running Linux operating system

which is support PHPbb 

3. A SQL database system which is My SQL support

For database we have to fill all these information such as 

• The Database Type - the database you will be using.

• The Database server hostname or DSN - the address of the database

server. 

• the name of the database on the server.

• The Database usemame and Database password - the login data to

access the database. 
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The following print screen show the insulation of My SQL that we should create it to 

get successful insulation of phpBB 

MySQL Databases 
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Figure 5.13: Create phpBB Database 
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Figure 5.14: Add an administration 
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CHAPTER 6: 

Testing and debagging 
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6.1 Introduction: 

As usually after developed any project it is need tested to ensure that visitors 

have comfortable stay, users need are specified and don't leave the site in second. 

The debugging, meaning is the process of locating and fixing or bypassing the errors 

in computer program code. To debug a program is to start with a problem, separate 

the source of the problem, and then fix it. A user of a program that does not know 

how to fix the problem may learn enough about the problem to be able to avoid it until 

it is permanently fixed. When someone says they have debugged a program they 

imply that they fixed it so that the errors no longer exist. 

6.2 Web site pages testing: 

6.2.1 Home page: 

. .. �.net 

. ' 

P· 

a!• (ll]HowtoC01T1)19tefyTMtYi:u ••.. ��Hope:l'bmePi,oe eDISABillTYHOPf•LOQrl JI!'• P.aQII• St/�• Tools• 

Enter Wabs!te 

Figure 6.1: Disability Hope Home Page 
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Figure 6.11: Flash Colouring Page 
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CHAPTER 7: 

CONCLUSION 
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This chapter will talk about the achievements of this project along with 

recommendations for it. It will also tell about the change of the software that will 

be used to create a website .. and the team future work. 

7.1 Introduction: 

This project idea came from the need of disabled children and people and their 

families to develop the disabled website. This was important with the fast changing 

technological world they also need to be connected with the world and society. This is 

really important as it will help to improve the society by mixing them with normal 

people and also sharing every event. 

Our project concentrates on these different ways to help disabled children and 

persons to develop and improve outside their education and medical boundaries. This 

can be done by using attractive and high quality materials from specialized people to 

make their life much better. We will use simple text, sound and games that each one 

of them specializes in the specific kind of disability. For example, we will use 

speaking mouse to guide blind people and written direction for the guide. 

7.2. Achievement:

In this research the main achievement was making a website for 

disable children to help them in different type of there needs such as education by 

provide video and sound to teach theme and some other information to help and 

support the parent that do not have much experience to deal with their children. 
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7.3 Difficulties Faced:

A lot of difficulties came across our way and we were really giving up but we 

did not stop trying. Some of the major difficulties that we faced were: 

1- At the beginning of our research, the team faced some difficulties in finding

disability web site the team take more time in this part of our research, but Dr.

Houria helped us more by given us some website to review.

2- Moreover, the team has to use tools and software to develop the website and we

do not know how to used most of the implementation tools, so we have to focus

on this part and learn all these application tools that we will use it.

3- Also, there are other problems in time management it was too hard to go to

institute and write our report on the same time because we still not understand

everything and we need to apply what we learn by our self to be sure from

everything we will write it in our report.

7.4 Recommendations: 

1. Developing the Arabic version will enlarge the advantage of this website

2. Focusing in entertainment part by adding more educational topics and others

enthusiastic video that's give hope and encourage other disabled

3. This will expand the audience range.
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7.5 Future work: 

Our future plan is to improve our site systemically. And complete our 

feedback about what are the important pages. What are they needs more to include. 

Also, what are exactly specials people needs. Complete the mission missed such as 

speaking mouse foe blond peoples, sound lecture for them also more tutorials 

learning. And marketing for the site in many disabled organization to see the benefit 

of the site. Finally, do what we see good and important to push our project to the front 

by all our strength. 

The team will start by implementing a new forum topic ASK DOCTORS for all 

people who have disable children and have medical question, guides and consultation. 

Moreover, the team are planning to make small database for event of disabled such as 

their birthday and make all participant congratulates this child. We will try to do this 

idea for what a big affect and happiness that's bringing it to that child. 

7.7 Conclusion: 

This project also focused on making and building a website for helping 

disabled children and their parent in the first grade .the literature review presents 

different website with its strengths and weaknesses. Also part of our review was 

software and the application which was clear our idea and direct us for the software 

that will be used and help us to illustrated our website .the main idea of the website 

was provide information and different type of media such as video and sound library. 
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1. Appendix Questionnaire:
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2. Data collection:

The data collection was done by used questionnaire. Structured Interviews to

preliminary investigate what are the slides of society which are parents, mothers,

teachers they think and deal with disable children and how they leave whit in.

and what these people needs evaluate this project. Questionnaire developed to

collect data that are more detailed.

This considered only a pilot study and further data collection will be conducted. 

The following sections detail those data collection. 

3. Structured Interviews:

Questionnaire: 

The following question was developed to get more feedback from three catogreaz 

of people such as family,techer and spcilaes shows the question. 

The questions and the answered can be found in Appendix A. After 

analyzing the answered, it can be concluded that: 

• They have anonymous about most of the information related to

their children disability.

• They have different way to get information such as waiting

room of their doctors, internet but not all the time they find

what they need.

• Website will them to improve and get benefit should contain :

o More information about Cerebral atrophy, autism,

vision and hearing disability
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o Give some Idea of how they can deal with their

disable child

o Video and picture that used to teach these children

o Make this slide of society feel the important and need

of them and they are part of this society, that will make 

them improve and give more. 
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4. Questionnaire answers:
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A- Families Questions:

Name: c;�I ;;.ii......., 

I) What is your son disability type?

Cerebral atrophy

2) How do you deal with your son?

At the beginning I didn't know how to deal with my son it was hard for me to

deal with.

3) Is it easy to find information about this type?

No, most of the website doesn't provide information about my son disability it

gives more information about equipment and advertisement.

4) Do you use internet to find information about this type?

Yes

5) When you search on the internet, do you feel satisfied about what you found?

Not all the time

6) Do you think Arab world give handicap people their right?

Of course no

7) What do you want to see when you open web site about disable?

Information that teach me how to deal with my son

8) I will ask you as a mother of a disable child if I give you chance to add

something to disability website what would you like to add?

As I side before I want more information about my son disability such as how

can I deal with my son disability type, lessen to teach me and my son.
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B- Families Questions:

Name: fa._p.ll o.il.c 

I) What is your son disability type?

Cerebral atrophy

2) How do you deal with your son?

I follow the instruction of the doctors

3) Is it easy to find information about this type?

Not all the time some time I take the information from the waiting room in

the hospital that my son gets treatment on it

4) Do you use internet to find information about this type?

Yes, some time

5) When you search on the internet, do you feel satisfied about what you

found?

Yes but I don't found special website took about disability I feel more

happy when I visit forum of the website 

6) Do you think Arab world give handicap people their right?

Yes but not that much

7) What do you want to see when you open web site about disable?

I want see hole web site took about the disability not advertisement and

how to buy equipment

8) I will ask you as a mother of a disable child if I give you chance to add

something to disability website what would you like to add?
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I will add room for all family that has disable children to discus all the 

information between each other 
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C- Families Questions:

Name: �1 ullil 

I) What is your son disability type?

Cerebral atrophy 

2) How do you deal with your son?

I don't know how to deal with my son I face Meany problems with my son 

3) Is it easy to find information about this type?

At the beginning no, because my son is the oldest son and my first baby it 

wasn't easy for me to get information about my son disability type 

4) Do you use internet to find information about this type?

Yes 

5) When you search on the internet, do you feel satisfied about what you found?

Not all the time 

6) Do you think Arab world give handicap people their right?

No 

7) What do you want to see when you open web site about disable?

More information about my son disability 

8) I will ask you as a mother of a disable child if I give you chance to add

something to disability website what would you like to add?

Lesson to teach me and more information about the school and medical places
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5. Appendix HTML program Code in each page:

7.8 Home page: 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml 1/DTD/xhtml 1-transitional.dtd"> 

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/l 999/xhtml" > 

<head> 

<title>Disability Hope:Home Page</title> 

</head> 

<body style="text-align: center; "> 

<br/> <br/> <br/> <br/> 

//div page name is center: 

<div align="center"> 

<img src="images/ButterFly.gif' /></p> 

</div> 

// this page liked to about US page 

<p><a href="aboutus.htm" >Enter Website</a></p> 

</body> 

</html> 

o AboutUS:

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN" 

"http://www.w3c.org/TR/1999/REC-html40 l -19991224/loose.dtd"> 

<!-- saved from url=(0026)http://www.disability.gov/ --> 

// page header title ( page title) 

<HTML lang=en xml:lang="en" 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/l 999/xhtml"><HEAD> 

<TITLE>Disability Hope:About Us</TITLE> 

II <meta> tag provides metadata about the HTML document. Metadata will not be 

displayed on the page, but will be machine parsable. Meta elements are typically used 

to specify page description, keywords, author of the document, last modified, and 

other metadata. The <meta> tag always goes inside the head element. 

<MET A content=text/htm I ;charset=utf-8 http-equ i v=Content-Type> 

<META name=title content=Disability.gov> 
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II the meta hear for describe the path of the image. That use in the java script 

dynamic image movement. 

<MET A name=description 

content="Disability.gov provides easy access to comprehensive disability-related 

information and resources."> 

// link: display the path of images link 

<LINK 

rel=image _ src href="/images/logo-fb.gif'> 

<LINK rel="shortcut icon" 

href="/images/favicon. ico"> 

<LINK rel=icon type=image/gif 

href="/images/favicon.gif'> 

<LINK rel=stylesheet 

href="images/yui-rfgb-2. 7 .0.css" 

media=screen> 

<LINK title=Default rel=stylesheet 

href="images/site.css" 

med ia=screen> 

<LINK title=Default rel=stylesheet 

href="images/home.css" 

med ia=screen> 

<LINK title="High Contrast" rel="alternate stylesheet" 

href="images/site-hc.css" 

med ia=screen> 

<LINK title="High Contrast" rel="alternate stylesheet" 

href="images/home-hc.css" 

med ia=screen> 

<!--[if It IE 8]> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="/css/ie.css" media="screen" /> 

<! [ end if]--> 

<LINK 

rel=stylesheet 

href="images/print.css" 

media=print> 

// java script code for the dynamic pictures 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery-1.3.2.min.js"> 

</SCRIPT> 

<SC RI PT type=text/j a vascri pt 

src=" images/jg uery .cookie.j s"> 

</SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 
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src=" images/jquery .cycle.m in.j s"> 

</SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/j query .equalheights.j s"> 

</SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/site.j s"> 

</SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript>var addthis_pub="disabilitygov"; 

</SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/addthis _ widget.js"> 

</SCRIPT> 

<MET A name=layout content=home> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/foresee-trigger.j s"> 

</SCRIPT> 

II header part that include logo and print text, in the code it is nam DIV logo. 

<META name=GENERATOR content="MSHTML 8.00.6001.18876"> 

</HEAD> 

<BODY id=home> 

<DIV id=doc4 class=yui-t2> 

<DIV id=hd > 

<UL id=topBar> 

</UL> 

<DIV id=logo> 

II logo image information 

<img src="images/blogo.gif' width=" 126" height="89"> 

<span class=left></span> <A id=printPage 

href="javascript:window.print()">Print this Page</A> 

<SPAN 

id=TextSize>Text Size <!MG id=baseFontSize title="Reset the text size" 

alt="Reset the text size" 

src=" images/font_ base.gif'> 

<!MG id=largerFontSize title="Make the text size larger" 

alt="Make the text size larger" 

src=" images/font_ larger .gif '> 

<!MG id=largestFontSize title="Make the text size even larger" 

alt="Make the text size even larger" 

src=" images/font_ largest.gif'> 

</SPAN> 

// div for page title par 
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</DIV> 

<Div id=PageTitle> 

<p>About Us</p>

</Div> 

</DIV> 

<DIV id=bd> 

<DIV id=yui-main> 

<DIV class=yui-b> 

<DIV class=yui-gc> 

<DIV class="yui-u first"> 

<DIV id=slideshow> 

<SPAN id=pics> 

<HI> 

<IMG src="images/image 1.jpg" width=5 l O height=340/> 
</Hl> 

</SPAN> 

</DIV> 

// java script for moving the pictures: 
<SCRIPT type=text/javascript> 

if(pageStyle.getPageStyle() == 'Default') { 
var imageTemplate = '<img src="$1" height="340" width="5 l O" alt="" />' 

var images = 

['images/image l .jpg','images/image2.jpg','images/image3.jpg','images/image4.jpg', 

'images/image5.jpg','images/image6.jpg','images/image7.jpg']; 

var imageSrc = ""; 

for (var i= I; i < images.length; i++) { 

imageSrc += imageTemplate.replace('$ l ', images[i]); 

} 

$('#pics').append(imageSrc ); 

$('#pics').cycle( { timeout: 7000, autostop: I, autostopCount: images.length+ I}); 

} 
</SCRIPT> 

</DIV> 

</DIV> 
<DIV id=content class=yui-g> 

<DIV class="contentltem even"> 

<DIV class=description> 

II text body information: 

<DIV id=iWantTo> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>Mission:</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 
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The world that mentally disabled children live within is still unknown to many 

people; even the families with disabled offspring are still not aware that their child 

lives within. This anonymity is a result oflack of knowledge about how disabled 

children communicate; their psychology, sociology and many other aspects. The 

objective of this senior project is to find new ways of relating and communicating 

with the disabled and handicapped children in order to bridge the gap between the 

"normal" world and their world so that they are not labelled and are treated the 

same way as normal children. The advent of technology is bringing new ways of 

acquiring knowledge and sharing experiences and we think that with the boost of 

latest and new technology we can add a positive value to these disabled children 

in order to communicate and provide for them a tool that can bring a positive 

change in their lives. This will also help them to make their dreams and desires 

come true, knowledge, and the ability to make them participate fully with the 

society.<br/> 

After performing a through online research on and about disabled children, their 

services and websites we found that there are very limited resources available. The 

content found in most of the websites is mainly about scientific definition or 

description of the disabilities, or on how to terminate disabled children and 

persons. There is very little information for families with disable children to orient 

them or at least share experiences with other families in similar situations. 

Furthermore, families with disabled children in the Arab world feel helpless as 

they are unable to find good and relevant information or laces from where they 

can get orientation or guidance. They are also unable to find resources on schools 

for special needs or hospitals specialized in disabilities. They usually feel 

embarrassed, hide their disabled children, and are not aware of how they can help 

their children and even themselves. As having a disabled child in the Arab society 

is considered as a taboo. They sometimes just need to share their experience with 

families with similar context in order to learn from each other. Hence, there is an 

urgent need to raise awareness about children suffering from disabilities and at the 

same time provide guidance to families with disable children especially in Arab 

countries. 

</span> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN> Vision:</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

Our website design and implement to contain information about disabilities and 

resources for disabled children so that these children are able to learn and have fun 

with the help of using computer. The website will also provide a place for parents 

so that they are able to share experiences and learn from each others' responses 

and know that they are not the only ones who have disabled children. Our main 

focus is to provide a first version of such a website in the Arab world in English 

and then provide the Arabic version as a second phase of the project. The content 

of the website is determined based on the literature review and data collection that 
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will be done through questionnaires and this will help us to determine the system 

requirements. 

</span> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN> Objective of teaching special 

needs through technology:</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

<strong> First:</strong><br/> 

<SPAN class=left></SPAN>Gain knowledge and understand scientific facts in 

computer science and information technology that is connected to special needs 

person. This can be done by letting the person knows its equipments and its 

programming and knowing the different side of information technology and the 

updated communication that's related to it. 

<br/><strong> Second:</strong><br/> 

<SPAN class=left></SPAN>Train the special needs to build their knowledge and 

skills to get to use computer for increase their individual productions. This can be 

achieve by special programs designed especially for that case plus the familiar 

programs such as the painter, PowerPoint Presentation, and designed websites that 

deal with such an issue. 

<br/><strong> Third:</strong><br/> 

Build these people capability especially their creativity. Also help them to 

comprehend, conclude and build their mental capacity. 

<br/><strong> Fourth:</strong><br/> 

Help the special needs persons to develop advantages toward information 

technology's field and obtain their fear of technology. We should encourage them 

to practice in order to develop their technical sense, start to read more and indulge 

their hobbies by occupy them their free time. 

<br/><strong> Fifth:</strong><br/> 

Use computer to help with the lessons that are required which can be achieved 

through different educational programs. In addition, these programs should be 

designed according to the curriculum. 

It is very important to use computer as a teaching method for special needs. The 

importance of using it needs creativity and this is what can be done. <br/> 

<Div style="padding-left:50px"> 

1. The group communication for the trainee through computer. <br/>

2. The amount of information that's presented to the person<br/>

3. Computer is good way to attract his or her attention<br/>

4. Computer is refined tool for special needs<br/>

5. It grantee long life learning for them<br/>

6. It is more organized for the person to recall his or her information and also

helps to build his or her confident. <br/>
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</Div> 

</span> 

</DIV></DIV></DIV> 

<SCRIPT 

type=text/javascript> 

buildTabs('#Tabs'); 

</SCRIPT> 

</DIV></DIV></DIV> 

<DIV id=navigation class=yui-b> 

<DIV id=InfoByTopic> 

<H2>Main Menu</H2> 

<UL class=list> 

<LI><A href=" aboutus.htm "> About US</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="types.htm">Disability Types</A></LI> 

<LI><A href="medical.html">Hospital & Education Institutes</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="working.htm">Disability Working</A></LI> 

<LI><A href="trips.htm">Disability Trips</A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="marriage. htm "> Disability Marriage</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="entertainment.htm">Disability Entertainment</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="calendar.htm">Event Calendar</A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="contactus.htm">Contact Us</A></LI> 

<LI><A href="site/index.php">Forum</A></LI> 

</UL></DIV> 

<DIV id=InfoByState> 

<H2>&nbsp;</H2> 

<FORM id=stateDropDown method=post name=stateDropDown 

action=/state></FORM></DIV> 

</DIV></DIV> 

</DIV> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript> 

pageStyle.init(); 

setPageTextS ize(); 

</SCRIPT> 

</BODY></HTML> 

o Type of disability:

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional/JEN" 

"http://www.w3c.org/TR/1999/REC-html401-19991224/loose.dtd"> 

<!-- saved from url=(0026)http://www.disability.gov/ --> 
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<HTML Iang=en xml:Iang="en" 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"><HEAD><TITLE>Disability 

Hope:Disability Types</TITLE> 

<META content=text/html;charset=utf-8 http-equiv=Content-Type> 

<META name=title content=Disability.gov> 

<META name=description 

content="Disability.gov provides easy access to comprehensive disability-related 

information and resources. "><LINK 

rel=image_src href="/images/logo-fb.gif"><LINK rel="shortcut icon" 

href="/images/favicon.ico"><LINK rel=icon type=image/gif 

href="/images/favicon.gif'><LINK rel=stylesheet 

href="images/yui-rfgb-2.7.0.css" 

media=screen><LINK title=Default rel=stylesheet 

href="images/site.css" 

media=screen><LINK title=Default rel=stylesheet 

href="images/home.css" 

media=screen><LINK title="High Contrast" rel="alternate stylesheet" 

href="images/site-hc.css" 

media=screen><LINK title="High Contrast" rel="alternate stylesheet" 

href=" images/home-hc.css" 

media=screen><!--[if It IE 8]> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="/css/ie.css" media="screen" /> 

<![endif]--><LINK 

rel=stylesheet 

href="images/print.css" 

media=print> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery-1.3.2.min.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/jquery .cookie.j s"></SCRI PT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/jquery .cycle.m in.j s"></SCRI PT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery.equalheights.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/site.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SC RI PT type=text/j a vascri pt>var add this _pub=" di sab i I itygov"; </SCRIPT> 
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<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/addthis _ widget.js"></SCRI PT> 

<MET A name=layout content=home> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/foresee-trigger .j s "></SCRIPT> 

<MET A name=GEN ERA TOR content="MSHTM L 8.00.6001.18876"></H EAD> 

<BODY id=home> 

<DIV id=doc4 class=yui-t2> 

<DIV id=hd > 

<UL id=topBar> 

</UL> 

<DIV id=logo><img src="images/blogo.gif' width=" 126" height="89"> 

<span class=left></span> <A id=printPage 

href="javascript:window.print()">Print this Page</ A> <SPAN 

id=TextSize>Text Size <!MG id=baseFontSize title="Reset the text size" 

alt="Reset the text size" 

src=" images/font_ base.gif'> 

<IMG id=largerFontSize title="Make the text size larger" 

alt="Make the text size larger" 

src=" images/font_ larger.gif'> 

<!MG id=largestFontSize title="Make the text size even larger" 

alt="Make the text size even larger" 

src=" images/font_ largest. gi f '> 

</SPAN></DIV> 

<Div id=PageTitle> 

<p>Disability Types</p>

</Div> 

</DIV> 

<DIV id=bd> 

<DIV id=yui-main> 

<DIV class=yui-b> 

<DIV class=yui-gc> 

<DIV class="yui-u first"> 

</DIV> 

</DIV> 

<DIV id=content class=yui-g> 

<DIV class="contentltem even"> 

<DIV class=description> 
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<DIV id=iWantTo> 
<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>What is a Disability?</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

A disability is a condition or function judged to be significantly impaired relative 

to the usual standard of an individual or group. The term is used to refer to 

individual functioning, including physical impairment, sensory impairment, 

cognitive impairment, intellectual impairment mental illness, and various types of 

chronic disease. <br/> 

Disability is conceptualized as being a multidimensional experience for the person 

involved. There may be effects on organs or body parts and there may be effects 

on a person's participation in areas of life. Correspondingly, three dimensions of 

disability are recognized in ICF: body structure and function (and impairment 

thereof), activity (and activity restrictions) and participation (and participation 

restrictions). The classification also recognizes the role of physical and social 

environmental factors in affecting disability outcomes. 

</span> 
<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>Different Types of 

Disability:</H2> 
<span class=body _ Content> 

<strong> Eyesight Disability:</ strong><br/> 

You are considered to have an eyesight disability if you don't have normal vision 

even if you wear eyeglasses or contact lenses. Visual impairment may be caused 

by several eye diseases like age related muscular degeneration, cataracts, and 

more. There are vision impairments that can be treated medically, but there also 

that can't be corrected medically after accidents or inherited ocular 

disorders. <br/> 
<strong>Hearing Disability</strong> <br/> 

This disability includes people who are completely deaf. Or, have partial hearing 

in one or both ears. However, to correct this problem, you are required the use of a 

hearing aid. If you may have noticed, there are people who have hearing disability 

yet can still communicate through sign language. <br/> 

<strong>Mobility Disability</strong><br/> 

Mobility refers to different people with varying types of physical disabilities. It is 

often related to individual with upper limb mobility, manual dexterity, and co

ordination problem. Mobility impairment is one of the disability types that affect 

movement ranging from gross motor skills like walking, to fine motor movement 

involving manipulation of objects by hand. Some use assistive equipment such as 

wheelchair or electronic strollers to be able to move around.<br/> 

<strong>Cognitive Disability</strong><br/> 
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Cognition is another word for thinking. It includes many different functions 

including our abilities to pay attention, learn and retain information, solve 

problems, and use language to express thoughts. Cognitive disability refers to 

people with dyslexia, a brain-based type of learning disability that specifically 

impairs your ability to read, and other learning difficulties. Leaming problems, on 

the other hand, differs from someone who has a serious mental impairment. <br/> 
<strong>The Language and Terminology of Disability</strong><br/> 

The term disability has replaced the older designations spastic, handicapped, and 

crippled. While these two designations can be used interchangeably, proponents of 

the social model of disability have appropriated the latter term to describe those 

social and economic consequences of the former. An individual with a physical or 

intellectual disability, then, is said to be "handicapped" by the lowered 

expectations of society. <br/> 

A person may also be "impaired" either by a correctable condition such as 

myopia, or by an uncorrectable one such as cerebral palsy. For those with mild 

conditions, related impairments disappear with the application of corrective 

devices. More serious impairments call for adaptive equipment. <br/> 

In the United Kingdom, people within the disability rights movement commonly 

use the term "Disabled" to denote someone who is "disabled by society's inability 

to accommodate all of its inhabitants. "<br/> 

The Person First Movement has added another layer to this discourse by asking 

that people with disabilities be identified first as individuals. "Person First 

Language" -- referring, for example, to a "woman who is blind," rather than to "a 

blind woman" - is a form of political correctness designed to further the aims of 

the social model by removing attitudinal barriers. <br/> 

Some people with disabilities support the Person First Movement, while others do 

not. People who are Deaf in particular may see themselves as members of a 

specific community, properly called the Deaf culture, and so will reject efforts 

designed to distance them from the central fact of their identity.<br/> 

A human rights based approach has been adopted by many organizations of and 

for disabled people. In 2000, for example, the United Nations Assembly decided 

to start working on a comprehensive convention for the rights of disabled people. 
<br/> 

</span> 

</DIV></DIV></DIV> 

<SCRIPT 

type=text/j avascri pt> 

buildTabs('#Tabs'); 
</SCRIPT> 

</DIV></DIV></01 V> 

<DIV id=navigation class=yui-b> 
<DIV id=InfoByTopic> 
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<H2>Main Menu</H2> 

<UL class=list> 

<LI><A href="aboutus.htm">About US</A></LJ> 

<LJ><A href="types.htm">Disability Types</A></LI> 

<LI><A href="medical.html">Hospital & Education Institutes</ A></LJ> 

<LI><A href="working.htm "> Disability Working</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="trips.htm">Disability Trips</ A></LI> 

<LJ><A href="marriage.htm ">Disability Marriage</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="entertainment.htm">Disability Entertainment</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="calendar.htm">Event Calendar</ A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="contactus.htm">Contact Us</A></Ll> 

<Ll><A href="site/index.php">Forum</A></LI> 

</UL></DIV> 

<DIV id=InfoByState> 

<H2>&nbsp;</H2> 

<FORM id=stateDropDown method=post name=stateDropDown 

action=/ state></FO RM></D IV> 

</DIV></DIV> 

</DIV> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript> 

pageStyle.init(); 

setPageTextSize(); 

</SCRIPT> 

</BODY></HTML> 

o Education & medical institute and centres:

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional/JEN" 

"http://www.w3c.org/TR/1999/REC-html401-19991224/loose.dtd"> 

<!-- saved from url=(0026)http://www.disability.gov/ --> 

<HTML lang=en xml:lang="en" 

xmlns="http://www. w3 .org/1999/xhtm l "><HEAD><TITLE>Disability 

Hope:Disability Working</TITLE> 

<MET A content=text/htm l;charset=utf-8 http-equiv=Content-Type> 

<META name=title content=Disability.gov> 

<MET A name=descri ption 

content="Disability.gov provides easy access to comprehensive disability-related 

information and resources."><LINK 

rel=image_src href="/images/logo-fb.gif'><LINK rel="shortcut icon" 

href="/images/favicon.ico"><LINK rel=icon type=image/gif 

href="/images/favicon.gif'><LINK rel=stylesheet 

href="images/yui-rfgb-2. 7 .O.css" 

media=screen><LINK title=Default rel=stylesheet 
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href="images/site.css" 

media=screen><LINK title=Default rel=stylesheet 

href="images/home.css" 

media=screen><LINK title="High Contrast" rel="alternate stylesheet" 

href="images/site-hc.css" 

media=screen><LINK title="High Contrast" rel="alternate stylesheet" 

href="images/home-hc.css" 

media=screen><!--[if It IE 8]> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="/css/ie.css" media="screen" /> 

<! [ endif]--><LINK 

rel=stylesheet 

href="images/print.css" 

media=print> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery-1.3.2.min.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/jquery .cookie.j s"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery.cycle.min.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery.equalheights.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/site.j s"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript>var addthis_pub="disabilitygov";</SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/addthis _ widget.js"></SCRIPT> 

<MET A name=layout content=home> 

<SCRIPT type=text/j a vascri pt 

src=" images/foresee-trigger.j s"></SCRI PT> 

<META name=GENERA TOR content="MSHTML 8.00.6001.18876"></HEAD> 

<BODY id=home> 

<DIV id=doc4 class=yui-t2> 

<DIV id=hd > 

<UL id=topBar> 
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</UL> 

<DIV id=logo><img src="images/blogo.gif' width=" 126" height="89"> 

<span class=left></span> <A id=printPage 

href="javascript:window.print()">Print this Page</ A> <SPAN 

id=TextSize>Text Size <IMG id=baseFontSize title="Reset the text size" 

alt="Reset the text size" 

src=" images/font_ base.git''> 

<IMG id=largerFontSize title="Make the text size larger" 

alt="Make the text size larger" 

src=" images/font_ larger.git''> 

<IMG id=largestFontSize title="Make the text size even larger" 

alt="Make the text size even larger" 

src=" images/font_ largest.git''> 

</SPAN> 

</DIV> 

<Div id=PageTitle> 

<p> Disability Working</p>

</Div> 

</DIV> 

<DIV id=bd> 

<DIV id=yui-main> 

<DIV class=yui-b> 

<DIV class=yui-gc> 

<DIV class="yui-u first"> 

</DIV> 

</DIV> 

<DIV id=content class=yui-g> 

<DIV class="contentltem even"> 

<DIV class=description> 

<DIV id=iWantTo> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

This page includes recruiting and employing persons with disabilities to give them 

the opportunity to discover their personal capabilities and potential and enabling 

them to earn and generate an income like other members of the community. This 

also includes enhancing the performance of employed persons with disabilities by 

providing further ongoing training. <br/> 

</span> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>How disabled people manage in 

the workplace</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 
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Disabled workers used a diverse and often complex range of strategies to 

thrive and survive in the workplace. There was no universally beneficial strategy 

that could be applied by all disabled workers. What worked for one disabled 

worker may be unhelpful or even risky in a different workplace. 

Strategies used most often included being assertive but not aggressive in 

asking for support, and being open about impairment, disability and barriers. In 

addition, a wide range of supports were used, such as moral and financial support, 

empathy, 'give and take', and mutual support and advice. <br/> 

A number of disabled workers felt that using strategies gradually was 

successful, because understanding the organisation first helped to develop suitable 

strategies. <br/> 

Disabled workers needed gradual strategies in order to understand 

employment environments, management styles, personnel changes, corporate 

priorities and impairment changes. <br/> 

Formal and informal support, both past and present and also both inside and 

outside work, was central to disabled workers' survival and their enjoyment of 

work. Informal or unwritten support within work was particularly important for 

disabled workers. 

Major sources of support mentioned were colleagues, Jobcentre Plus 'Access 

to Work' provision, family and friends, employers and managers, organisations of 

and for disabled people, and trade unions. <br/> 

The researchers conclude that much still needs to be done to understand and 

respond systematically to disabled workers' needs. Despite their existing strategies 

and support, disabled workers want access to more structured, formalised and 

appropriate support.<br/> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>Enduring economic exclusion: 

disabled people, income and work:</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

Consecutive governments have implemented policies designed to promote 

employment opportunities for disabled people and direct more resources to those 

in greatest need. But what impact have these policies had over the last twenty 

years? Tania Burchardt used nationally representative surveys to examine the past 

and present position of disabled people of working age in the income distribution 

and the labour market. The study found: 

<br/> 

o Disabled people make up a large and growing proportion of the working-age

population: between 12 and 16 per cent, depending on the definition used. <br/>

o Employment rates among disabled people are low, at around 40 per cent,

and have remained stable. In 1999, disabled people made up half of all those who

were not employed but said they would like to work, and one-third of those who

were available to start in a fortnight.
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<br/> 

o Of those who become disabled while in work, one in six lose their

employment during the first year after becoming disabled. By implication,

improving retention could make a substantial difference to overall rates of

employment among disabled people.

<br/> 

o Getting work is more difficult for disabled than non-disabled jobseekers, and

one-third of disabled people who do find work are out of a job again by the

following year. <br/>

o Half of all disabled people have incomes below half the general population

mean (often taken as an indicator of poverty), after making an adjustment for extra

costs. Even without adjustment, two in five are found to be in poverty - an

increase of one-sixth since 1985. <br/>

o The researcher concludes that many of the factors behind economic

exclusion for disabled people - such as low educational qualifications - are

common to other groups in society. Inclusion will not be achieved until both the

impairment-specific and more general barriers to participation are dismantled.

<br/>

</span> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>Links for websites employee 

disable people:</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

1- Disable Services Centre (DSC).

<a href="http://www.social.gov.bh/portal/page/portal/MOSD _FINAL/DSC%20-

%20Disabled%20Services%20Center/Home">http://www.social.gov.bh/portal/pa

ge/portal/MOSD _FINAL/DSC%20-

%20Disabled%20Services%20Center/Home</a>

<br/>

2- Disabled employing

<a

href="http://www.ahpwd.net/vb/showthread.php?t=2845">http://www.ahpwd.net/

vb/showthread.php?t=2845</a>

<br/>

3- Prince Salman Centre for Disability Research.

<a href="http://www.pscdr.org.sa/en/Pages/default.aspx">

http://www.pscdr.org.sa/en/Pages/default.aspx</a> </span>

<br/>

</span>

</DIV>

</DIV></DIV>
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<SCRIPT 

type=text/javascript> 

buildTabs('#Tabs'); 

</SCRIPT> 

</DIV></DIV></DIV> 

<DIV id=navigation class=yui-b> 

<DIV id=InfoByTopic> 

<H2>Main Menu</H2> 

<UL class=list> 

<Ll><A href=" aboutus.htm "> About US</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="types.htm ">Disability Types</ A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="medical.html">Hospital & Education Institutes</ A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="working.htm">Disability Working</A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="trips.htm">Disability Trips</ A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="marriage.htm">Disability Marriage</ A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="entertainment.htm">Disability Entertainment</ A></LI> 
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o Disability working:
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</DIV> 

</DIV> 

<DIV id=content class=yui-g> 

<DIV class="contentltem even"> 

<DIV class=description> 

<DIV id=iWantTo> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

This page includes recruiting and employing persons with disabilities to give them 

the opportunity to discover their personal capabilities and potential and enabling 

them to earn and generate an income like other members of the community. This 

also includes enhancing the performance of employed persons with disabilities by 

providing further ongoing training. <br/> 

</span> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>How disabled people manage in 

the workplace</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

Disabled workers used a diverse and often complex range of strategies to 

thrive and survive in the workplace. There was no universally beneficial strategy 

that could be applied by all disabled workers. What worked for one disabled 

worker may be unhelpful or even risky in a different workplace. 

Strategies used most often included being assertive but not aggressive in 

asking for support, and being open about impairment, disability and barriers. In 

addition, a wide range of supports were used, such as moral and financial support, 

empathy, 'give and take', and mutual support and advice. <br/> 

A number of disabled workers felt that using strategies gradually was 

successful, because understanding the organisation first helped to develop suitable 

strategies. <br/> 

Disabled workers needed gradual strategies in order to understand 

employment environments, management styles, personnel changes, corporate 

priorities and impairment changes. <br/> 

Formal and informal support, both past and present and also both inside and 

outside work, was central to disabled workers' survival and their enjoyment of 

work. Informal or unwritten support within work was particularly important for 

disabled workers. 

Major sources of support mentioned were colleagues, Jobcentre Plus 'Access 

to Work' provision, family and friends, employers and managers, organisations of 

and for disabled people, and trade unions. <hr/> 

The researchers conclude that much still needs to be done to understand and 

respond systematically to disabled workers' needs. Despite their existing strategies 

and support, disabled workers want access to more structured, formalised and 

appropriate support.<br/> 
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<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>Enduring economic exclusion: 

disabled people, income and work:</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

Consecutive governments have implemented policies designed to promote 

employment opportunities for disabled people and direct more resources to those 

in greatest need. But what impact have these policies had over the last twenty 

years? Tania Burchardt used nationally representative surveys to examine the past 

and present position of disabled people of working age in the income distribution 

and the labour market. The study found: 

<br/> 

o Disabled people make up a large and growing proportion of the working-age

population: between 12 and 16 per cent, depending on the definition used. <br/>

o Employment rates among disabled people are low, at around 40 per cent,

and have remained stable. In 1999, disabled people made up half of all those who

were not employed but said they would like to work, and one-third of those who

were available to start in a fortnight.

<br/> 

o Of those who become disabled while in work, one in six lose their

employment during the first year after becoming disabled. By implication,

improving retention could make a substantial difference to overall rates of

employment among disabled people.

<br/> 

o Getting work is more difficult for disabled than non-disabled jobseekers, and

one-third of disabled people who do find work are out of a job again by the

following year. <br/>

o Half of all disabled people have incomes below half the general population

mean (often taken as an indicator of poverty), after making an adjustment for extra

costs. Even without adjustment, two in five are found to be in poverty - an

increase of one-sixth since 1985. <br/>

o The researcher concludes that many of the factors behind economic

exclusion for disabled people - such as low educational qualifications - are

common to other groups in society. Inclusion will not be achieved until both the

impairment-specific and more general barriers to participation are dismantled.

<br/>

</span> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>Links for websites employee 

disable people:</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

1- Disable Services Centre (DSC).

<a href="http://www.social.gov.bh/portal/page/portal/MOSD_FINAL/DSC%20-

%20Disabled%20Services%20Center/Home">http://www.social.gov.bh/portal/pa
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ge/portal/MOSD _FI
N

AL/DSC%20-

%20Disabled%20Services%20Center/Home</a> 

<br/> 

2- Disabled employing

<a

href="http://www.ahpwd.net/vb/showthread. php?t=2845">http://www.ahpwd.net/

vb/showthread. php?t=2845</a>

<br/>

3- Prince Salman Centre for Disability Research.

<a href="http://www.pscdr.org.sa/en/Pages/default.aspx">

http://www.pscdr.org.sa/en/Pages/default.aspx</a> </span>

<br/>

</span>
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o Disability trips:
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</DIV> 

</DIV> 

<DIV id=content class=yui-g> 

<DIV class="contentltem even"> 

<DIV class=description> 

<DIV id=iWantTo> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>Disabled Travel and trips 

Guide</H2> 

<span class="body _ Content"> 

A guide used to instruct the people with disabilities before they set out for a 

journey is called disabled travel guide. If you are handicapped and are planning to 

go for a short or long journey you better consult a guide to help you out.<br> 

Disabled travel guide means the various tips that act as a guide towards better air 

travel for the individuals with disability. A disabled person surely has special 

needs while traveling. He may employ aids like wheel chair or handicap scooter 

to provide the means to enjoy their travel with ease and comfort.<br> 

<br> 

So, it is advisable to have more information regarding disabled travel services 

and the disability travel resources. This will lessen the anxiety that often 

accompanies the disabled people.<br> 

Here are the various tips that guide the individuals so that they are able to 

commute comfortably on a journey, whether short or long term. </p> 

<p>To begin with, plan the trip in advance so that you have sufficient time to

arrange all your supplements, medications and renew prescriptions, fix

eyeglasses, or change prescriptions. Also, the arrangements like wheelchairs have

to be made. <br>

<br> 

It is always advisable to book your tickets through a travel agency specialized m 

helping out the disabled people, as those agencies know all about all the special 

needs and requirements of the individuals suffering from disability. These 

agencies, generally, offer good tips and great range of services for the disabled 

travellers. <br> 

<br> 

They may help in arranging various transportation equipments for them, like 

wheel chairs at the airport, equipped accessible van, full van, handicap scooter 

and many more. They can also arrange the hotel rooms; provide cheap airfare 

cruises tickets for the disabled people.<br> 
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<br> 

You should have the telephone numbers of your travel agent and also of the 

other travel agencies specializing in the field of helping out the disabled people. 

This would provide you easy access in case your agent is not present to help you 

out.<br> 

<br> 

Check out with your local medical and health centers before going to another 

city taking the phone numbers along with you.<br> 

<br> 

If you are planning to rent a wheel chair or handicap scooter, make the 

arrangements in advance. Check out what van or RV insurance would you need 

before your departure. <br> 

<br> 

In case you need medical equipments or oxygen, call the airlines and the 

suppliers in advance.</p> 

<p> You should reach early at the airport as its better to reach early than to miss

the flight. Also, this will reduce the pre-trip anxiety.<br>

<br> 

Have the prescriptions of your medications and eyeglasses along with you. All 

the materials listed by your doctor should be taken along while travelling. <br> 

<br> 

Read everything about travelling with disabilities, as it will make you aware of 

the various problems that may come your way.<br> 

<br> 

All these tips or points act as guide for the disabled people for a comfortable 

travelling. All these should be followed to avoid any complication while 

travelling. </p> 

<p><strong>Disabled travellers guide to the world</strong><br> 

</p> 

<p><strong>This is a service and information only website. There is no 

advertising and nothing is for sale. We share what we have learned in our free, 

experienced-based eBook, </strong></p> 

<p><strong>&quot;</strong> 

<H2 class=header>Disabled Travellers Guide to the World</H2> 

</p> 

<p><strong>DisabledTravelers.com </strong></p> 

This is a service and information only website. There is no advertising and 

nothing is for sale. We share what we have learned in our free, experienced-based 

eBook, "Disabled Travellers Guide to the World". 

DisabledTravelers.com <br/> 
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Welcome to DisabledTravelers.com, it is a resource dedicated to accessible travel 

information. This new site will provide you with information on businesses from 

around the world that specialize in disability travel. A comprehensive listing of 

accessible travel specialists: Travel Agents, Tour Operators, Adventure Travel 

Companies, Accessible Cruise Specialists, Accessible Van Rentals & Equipment, 

Travel Companions, Home Exchanges, and Access Guides for wheelchair users 

and other disabled travellers. <br/> 

Providing Access Information and Resources to the Mature and Travellers with 

Disabilities Since 1995<br/> 

We provide information about: disabled travel, wheelchair travel, disabled 

holidays, disability travel, handicapped travel, accessible travel, accessible travel, 

and vacations for disabled, mature travel. <br/> 

<H2 class=header>Links</H2> 

Disabled travellers guide to the world 

<p> 

<a href="http://www.disabledtravelersguide.com/"> 

http://www.disabledtravelersguide.com/</a></p> 

<p>&nbsp;</p> 

<p>Providing Access Information and Resources to the Mature and Travellers

with Disabilities Since 1995</p>

<p> <a href="http://www.access-able.com/">http://www.access

able.com/</a></p>

<p>&nbsp;</p>

<p> DisabledTravelers.com </p>

<p><a

href="http://www.disabledtravelers.com/">http://www .disabledtravelers.com/</a>

</p>

</span>
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o Disability marriage:
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<DIV class="contentltem even"> 

<DIV class=description> 

<DIV id=iWantTo> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>Assisting Disabled People Find 

a Partner or Marriage:</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

Submitted by Gregg Jann on Tue, 2007-11-27 05:33 

Psychiatrically disabled people are often pleasant company in social interactions, 

with just a question-mark to close observers about their level of independence. 

The standards war debate of the "that" era of the singles scene in the 80s and early 

90s highlighted the fact that many people in bars and elsewhere were striving for 

dishonorable or immoral singles behavior, and were also leaving out squares and 
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all men and women who weren't perky or witty enough for quick, ready fun. Can 

it be perceived as adequate for a marriage or life partner if a less-than-perfect 

disabled person finds a supportive lover with a boost from friends, family, and 

community with extra effort of others that may or may not be offered to a healthy 

person? A few successful mental health consumers are great enough to be seen as 

eccentric and desirable in history or mannerisms that a Playboy Bunny out of 

Vegas would accept a role as a caring coach and relationship. Do you think its fair 

to act egalitarian and kind to assist a mental health consumer find a needed mate 

of high quality? 

</span> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class= left></SPAN> Disabled People's Difficulties in 

Finding Love:</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

In recent years Shanghai has implemented a variety of new policies designed to 

increase employment opportunities and improve health care among the city's 

disabled. Now if only additional municipal services would translate into finding 

someone to marry. As things stand, love and marriage remains a pressing problem 

with no easy answers for thousands of the city's otherwise available disabled 

singles. <br/> 

For individuals who have disabilities but who yearn for that someone special with 

whom to share a lifetime of love and caring, the notion of getting married and 

living happily ever after faces some unique hurdles. For one thing, often those 

who are disabled do not have as much contact with the outside world as they 

would wish or as might be required and, more often than not, they may also face 

unique problems in communication.<br/> 

"It would be great if someone could help them find each other," says Ms. Hong, 

who runs a matchmaking service for white-collar office workers and whose yet

as-unhitched clients include a number of successful office professionals who are 

searching for a significant other while living with a handicap.<br/> 

<strong> Problem 1: No Way to Find a Partner:</strong><br/> 

<SPAN class=left></SPAN>"There are two office ladies with minor disabilities 

who asked me to find boyfriends for them. Non-disabled men dropped their 

interest once they became aware of these girls' disabilities." When Ms. Hong 

narrowed her search to "mildly disabled" bachelors for the two Shanghai 

bachelorettes, she found that it was like looking for the proverbial needle in a 

haystack. <br/> 

It isn't just Ms Hong the matchmaker who bemoans the lack of a match or the 

means to one. "There are many websites for marriage seekers, but none of them 

are for disabled people," notes Mrs. Zhao, the mother of one of the young women, 
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referring to the absence of even an online solution to the daunting dating 

predicament of her daughter, Zhao Jie, still unmarried at 28. <br/> 

Her mother's worries notwithstanding, Zhao Jie doesn't look like the kind of girl 

who would have to resort to the services of Ms. Hong in a desperate effort to bring 

the man of her dreams to light: she has managed her career well and wears a 

brilliant smile in a photograph. But unfortunately she is also a young woman who 

contracted polio as an infant and the childhood disease has affected the use of her 

right leg. "The lameness didn't affect her studies or her growth. But it has 

impacted her greatly in her ability to get married," explains Mrs. Zhao. <br/> 

Noting that Shanghai has a set of comprehensive protection policies for disabled 

individuals, Mrs. Zhao recounts that following graduation from university, her 

daughter found employment with a state-owned enterprise as an accountant. Her 

daughter has always gotten along well with her colleagues and has advanced 

herself in her career, but has not had the same kind of social success when it 

comes to men expressing a romantic interest in her. 

Mrs. Zhao has taken it upon herself to do a little matchmaking of her own by 

introducing her daughter to a series of non-disabled men. Some of them refused to 

go on a date with her daughter while others refused to see her again after seeing 

her once. The concerned mother took the further step of encouraging her daughter 

to attend a club to meet more friends, but while other people quickly paired up at 

the meetings, Zhao Jie inevitably wound up alone. <br/> 

As a matter of last resort, Mrs. Zhao also advised her daughter to confine her 

search for a relationship to disabled men if she could not find any non-disabled 

men to show an interest in her. But this last-ditch strategy proved just as 

frustrating as the others. Her mother asked the residents' committee for help, but 

was disappointed to find that the disabled people there were mostly severely 

disabled. <br/> 

<br/><strong> Problem 2: Afraid to Marry:</strong><br/> 

<SPAN class=left></SPAN>Train the special needs to build their knowledge and 

skills to get to use computer for increase their individual productions. While 

economically successful disabled singles like Zhao Jie have set their hopes on 

entering into a marriage relationship one day-- when all of their disappointment 

ends-- marriage is itself a sweet-and-sour word to many other disabled individuals 

who do not see themselves as having the financial means required to get married 

and start a family. "They are afraid to get married, even when others introduce 

them to a potential partner," says the vice-president of the Jiangsu Street Service 

Centre in Changning district, Ye Qichao. "They don't think they can afford a 

family with such a low income, to say nothing of having a child after getting 

married." <br/> 
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Mr. Ye points out that there are many social service centres in Shanghai that can 

assist disabled people with finding jobs so that they can begin to make a living by 

themselves. He also expresses the hope that more companies will offer positions 

to disabled people and that rent policies will be enacted requiring landlords to 

offer lower housing prices to more disabled people so that they have the 

opportunity to establish their own residences." 

<br/> 

<br/><strong> Problem 3: Potential Abuses:</strong><br/> 

The municipality of Shanghai is also making other notable efforts to extend 

assistance to the partners of disabled spouses. One measure that has been enacted 

specifies that the spouse of a disabled person can apply for permanent residence in 

Shanghai if he or she has been married for more than 5 years. This policy 

addresses the increasing number of marriages between disabled people and people 

from other provinces, whether disabled or non-disabled. It is meant to help 

disabled people lead a better life by allowing their spouses to settle in 

Shanghai. <br/> 

Although the policy has been helpful in providing real practical benefits to many 

disabled couples in Shanghai, it has also been abused by people with ulterior 

marital motives. One disabled man in Shanghai, Mr. Wang, tells of saying 'no' to 

an offer of marriage by a woman from another province. "She is more interested 

in the registered permanent residence than me," Mr. Wang complains. He says 

that he knew of one woman that married a man who was disabled who then 

disappeared as soon as she received her permanent residence. "I'd rather be single 

than be married because of this," he adds. <br/> 

<br/><strong> Focus: Helping Disabled People Find a Spouse Needs To Be 

Carefully Studied:</strong><br/> 

Ms. Hong, an official from the Shanghai Disabled Persons'Federation (SDPF), a 

regional branch of the China Disabled Persons' Federation, says that the SDPF has 

held some events in Shanghai for disabled people to meet other people, but that 

attendance was low. She posits that disabled people often have difficulties in 

participating in such events because many of them are not always particularly 

good at communicating with others in public. The SDPF says it will continue its 

efforts to bring disabled singles together and Ms. Hong says the federation 

continues to actively explore other ways that this might be accomplished. <br/> 

<br/><strong> Focus: There are very few marriage websites for disabled 

people</strong><br/> 

If key words like "disabled people", "marriage", and "making friends" are typed 

into an online search engine, most of the results turn out to be news reports with 

only a few actual marriage matchmaking services for disabled people. One such 

Chinese singles website, cjrlove.com, standing for "can ji ren", the word for 

"handicapped person" in Chinese, contained nearly 10 posts by members seeking 
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marriage. Membership is completely free and the website managers are 

volunteers, most of whom are disabled.<br/> 

The founder of the website, Kang Chao, from Hefei, the capital of Anhui 

Province, in eastern China, says that he saw the need for an online dating site for 

disabled individuals while performing volunteer work prior to starting the website. 

"I got in touch with many disabled people as a volunteer. I found they found it 

very hard to find a spouse and they were very distressed about it." Mr. Kang used 

his own money to create the website to help them. "The site is very popular," he 

says. After only a year and a half in existence, it has more than 10,000 members. 

"And we have many successful stories," Mr. Kang adds.<br/> 

Kang Chao knows that some people are unable to read his website due to their 

specific disability, such as people who are blind. "I'm thinking about using 

software that can read the words out loud for disabled people. If there are enough 

volunteers in the future, we may expand our services from the internet to real 

life."<br/> 

</span> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN> Marriages of the disabled: A 

social paralysis:</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

JEDDAH: Fatima is a 30-year-old Saudi woman who suffers from polio. She has 

never been married and spends her time working for a charitable 

organization. <br/> 

"It isn't easy to have special needs and get married. It's socially difficult and 

sometimes painful," said Fatima. Many people have a very limited view of 

disabled people, she explained. <br/> 

Fatima said she is judged on the basis of her physical appearance and deemed 

unfit to marry, have children or be an active member of society. "They should 

know that not all disabled people are crippled. Disabilities vary from one person 

to another," she added. <br/> 

Marriage for people with special needs is a contentious issue in Saudi society. 

Parents are typically responsible for the care of a mentally disabled child. <br/> 

Therefore, marriage is perhaps seen as the only way of securing care, love and 

attention after they die. <br/> 

However, there are questions regarding whether the mentally disabled should be 

allowed to marry partners that are able-bodied and also whether they are capable 

of being husbands, wives and parents.<br/> 

Fatima said that it is preferable for a disabled person to marry disabled people. 

However, they must be able to complement each other so that they can manage 

their marriage without outside help. <br/> 
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"Even though life would be tough for them, they ought to be given the choice to 

marry or not," she said.<br/> 

There are no official statistics on the number of marriages involving disabled 

people in the Kingdom. Noura Al-Asheikh, general director of women's issues at 

the Ministry of Social Affairs in Makkah, confirmed the lack of statistics and said 

that such marriages are considered to be a confidential family matter.<br/> 

"There is a high rate of marriages involving men and women who are deaf or hard 

of hearing based on personal observations. I also know of many physically 

disabled people who are happily married and have big families. It all boils down 

to the disabled family's support," said Al-Asheikh. <br/> 

There are many cases of mentally disabled people who are successfully 

married. <br/> 

Mohsin has been in a government job for four years and is happily married with 

three children. Others, such as Aisha (not her real name) have not been so lucky. 

A mentally handicapped woman, she has been married four times, each time 

ending in divorce and a baby.<br/> 

Rehabilitation consultant for the mentally disabled Shadia Al-Masri said that with 

the mentally disabled at particular risk from abuse, marriage is a means of 

protection from the evils of society. <br/> 

"Marrying a mentally handicapped person is a form of charity in itself and there 

are many successful marriages. <br/> 

In Germany, the mentally handicapped get married in special camps under the 

watchful eyes of specialists who help and guide them," she said. <br/> 

She stressed the importance of increasing awareness among parents about the best 

ways of dealing with mentally handicapped children so they do not become 

isolated from society. <br/> 

Marriage official Sheikh Ahmad Al-Maabi said there is nothing in Islam that 

prohibits marriages between healthy and mentally handicapped people as long as 

couples agree to carry out their marital duties.<br/> 

</span> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN> Links:</H2> 

<span class=body _ Content> 

<Div style="padding-left:50px"> 

1- Addressing Marriage Concerns When A Child is Disabled

<a h ref="http://www.marriagem i ssions.com/address ing-marriage-concerns

when-a-ch i ld-i s-d isab led">http://www.marriagemissions.com/ addressing

marriage-concems-when-a-child-is-disabled</a><br/> 

2- Disabled net <a href="http://www.mo3aq.com/index.php

">http://www.mo3aq.com/index.php </a><br/> 

3- Forced Marriage of Young People with Leaming Difficulties
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<br/> <a href="http://www.dialoguesociety.org/seminars/55-forced-marriage-of

young-people-with-learning

difficulties.html">http://www.dialoguesociety.org/seminars/55-forced-marriage

of-young-people-with-leaming-difficulties.html</a><br/> 

4- Disabled youngsters forced into marriage to provide passports <a

href="http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/disabled-youngsters

forced-into-marriage-to-provide-passports-

878256.html">http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/disabled

youngsters-forced-into-marriage-to-provide-passports-878256.html</a> <br/> 

<Ip> 

</Div> 

</span> 

</DIV></DIV></DIV> 

<SCRIPT 

type=text/j a vascri pt> 

buildTabs('#Tabs'); 

</SCRIPT> 

</DIV></DIV></DIV> 

<DIV id=navigation class=yui-b> 

<DIV id=InfoByTopic> 

<H2>Main Menu</H2> 

<UL class=list> 

<LI><A href=" aboutus.htm "> About US</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="types.htm ">Disability Types</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="medical.html">Hospital & Education Institutes</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="working.htm "> Disability Working</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="trips.htm">Disability Trips</ A></Ll> 

<LI><A href="marriage.htm">Disability Marriage</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="entertainment.htm">Disability Entertainment</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="calendar.htm">Event Calendar</A></LI> 

<LI><A href="contactus.htm">Contact Us</A></LI> 

<LI><A href="site/index.php">Forum</ A></LI> 

</UL></DIV> 

<DIV id=InfoByState> 

<H2>&nbsp;</H2> 

<FORM id=stateDropDown method=post name=stateDropDown 

action=/ state></FO RM></D IV> 

</DIV></DIV> 

</DIV> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript> 
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pageStyle.init(); 

setPageTextSize(); 

</SCRIPT> 

</BODY></HTML> 

o Disability entertainment:

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional/JEN" 

"http://www.w3c.org/TR/1999/REC-html40l-19991224/loose.dtd"> 

<!-- saved from url=(0026)http://www.disability.gov/ --> 

<HTML lang=en xml:lang="en" 

xmlns="http://www. w3 .org/ 1999/xhtm l "><HEAD><TITLE>Disability 

Hope:Disability Entertainments</TITLE> 

<META content=text/html;charset=utf-8 http-equiv=Content-Type> 

<META name=title content=Disability.gov> 

<MET A name=description 

content="Disability.gov provides easy access to comprehensive disability-related 

information and resources."><LINK 

rel=image_src href="/images/logo-fb.gif'><LINK rel="shortcut icon" 

href="/images/favicon. ico"><LINK rel=icon type=image/gif 

href="/images/favicon.gif'><LINK rel=stylesheet 

href="images/yui-rfgb-2. 7 .O.css" 

media=screen><LINK title=Default rel=stylesheet 

href="images/site.css" 

media=screen><LINK title=Default rel=stylesheet 

href="images/home.css" 

media=screen><LINK title="High Contrast" rel="alternate stylesheet" 

href="images/site-hc.css" 

media=screen><LINK title="High Contrast" rel="alternate stylesheet" 

href="images/home-hc.css" 

media=screen><!--[if It IE 8]> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="/css/ie.css" media="screen" /> 

<! [ endif]--><LINK 

rel=stylesheet 

href=" i mages/print.css" 

media=print> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery-1.3.2.min.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/jquery .cookie.j s"></SCRI PT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 
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src=" images/jquery .cycle.m in.j s"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery.equalheights.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/site.j s"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript>var addthis_pub="disabilitygov";</SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/addthis _ widget.js"></SCRIPT> 

<MET A name=layout content=home> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/foresee-trigger.js"></SCRIPT> 

<META name=GEN ERA TOR content="MSHTML 8.00.6001.18876"></HEAD> 

<BODY id=home> 

<DIV id=doc4 class=yui-t2> 

<DIV id=hd > 

<UL id=topBar> 

</UL> 

<DIV id=logo><img src="images/blogo.gif' width=" 126" height="89"> 

<span class=left></span> <A id=printPage 

href="javascript:window.print()">Print this Page</A> <SPAN 

id=TextSize>Text Size <IMG id=baseFontSize title="Reset the text size" 

alt="Reset the text size" 

src=" images/font_ base.gif'> 

<IMG id=largerFontSize title="Make the text size larger" 

alt="Make the text size larger" 

src=" images/font_ larger.gif '> 

<IMG id=largestFontSize title="Make the text size even larger" 

alt="Make the text size even larger" 

src=" images/font_ largest.gif'> 

</SPAN> 

</DIV> 

<Div id=PageTitle> 

<p> Disability Entertainments</p> 

</Div> 

</DIV> 
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<DIV id=bd> 

<DIV id=yui-main> 

<DIV class=yui-b> 

<DIV class=yui-gc> 

<DIV class="yui-u first"> 

</DIV> 

</DIV> 

<DIV id=content class=yui-g> 

<DIV class="contentltem even"> 

<DIV class=description> 

<br/> 

<br/><br/> 

<DIV id=iWantTo> 

This page consists of three types of activity they are coloring print pages, Flash 

coloring, games and Library. Each section ahs his own materials and tools.<br/> 

<h2 class="header"> <a href="coloring.htm" style="color:#FFF"> Coloring 

</a> </h2>Welcome to our huge selection of free coloring pages for kids! Choose 

from many different categories, including holidays, animals, alphabet and more, 

and search our coloring page for all your children's favourite characters. 

<br/><br/> 

<h2 class="header"> <a href="library.htm" style="color:#FFF"> Library </a> 

</h2> Our libraries are a collection of sources, resources, and other services that 

help parents first in order to teachers them how to act with their child. Seconds is 

to find educational, learning and technical lessons for their child disability. This 

library include three sub main sections are Sound, videos and tutorial Image. 

<br/><br/> 

<h2 class="header"> <a href="gallery.pdf' style="color:#FFF"> gallery </a> 

</h2> This section include all the users, partspent and disabled people pictures. 

this section for only people how are registered in our site only. <br/><br/> 

<h2 class="header"> <a href="games.pdf' style="color:#FFF"> Games </a> 

</h2> This page is contest, physical or mental, according to certain rules, for 

amusement, recreation. use this games to enhance persons skills, rules compassing 

and others independent teaching things. 

game links: 

http://www.helpcenter.med.sa/kids/colors/main.htm 

<br/><br/> 

</DIV> 

</DIV></DIV> 

<SCRIPT 

type=text/javascript> 

buildTabs('#Tabs'); 

</SCRIPT> 
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</DIV></DIV></DIV> 

<DIV id=navigation class=yui-b> 

<DIV id=InfoByTopic> 

<H2>Main Menu</H2> 

<UL class=list> 

<LI><A href=" aboutus.htm "> About US</ A></Ll> 

<LI><A href="types.htm">Disability Types</ A></Ll> 

<LI><A href="medical.html">Hospital & Education Institutes</A></LI> 

<LI><A href="working.htm">Disability Working</A></Ll> 

<LI><A href="trips.htm">Disability Trips</ A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="marriage.htm">Disability Marriage</ A></Ll> 

<Ll><A href="entertainment.htm ">Disability Entertainment</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="calendar.htm">Event Calendar</A></Ll> 

<LI><A href="contactus.htm">Contact Us</A></Ll> 

<LI><A href="site/index.php">Forum</A></Ll> 

</UL></DIV> 

<DIV id=InfoByState> 

<H2>&nbsp;</H2> 

<FORM id=stateDropDown method=post name=stateDropDown 

action=/state></FO RM></D IV> 

</DIV></DIV> 

</DIV> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript> 

pageStyle.init(); 

setPageTextS ize(); 

</SCRIPT> 

</BODY></HTML> 

o Event calendar:

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN" 

"http://www.w3c.org/TR/1999/REC-html401-19991224/loose.dtd"> 

<!-- saved from ur1=(0026)http://www.disability.gov/ --> 

<HTML lang=en xml:lang="en" 

xm1ns="http://www.w3.org/1 999/xhtm1"><HEAD><TITLE>Disability 

Hope:Events & Calendar</TITLE> 

<MET A content=text/htm l;charset=utf-8 http-equiv=Content-Type> 

<META name=title content=Disability.gov> 

<META name=description 

content="Disability.gov provides easy access to comprehensive disability-related 

information and resources."><LINK 

rel=image_src href="/images/logo-fb.gif''><LINK rel="shortcut icon" 
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href="/images/favicon.ico"><LINK rel=icon type=image/gif 

href="/images/favicon.gif"><LINK rel=stylesheet 

href="images/yui-rfgb-2.7.0.css" 

media=screen><LINK title=Default rel=stylesheet 

href="images/site.css" 

med ia=screen> 

<LINK title=Default rel=stylesheet href="images/home.css" media=screen> 

<LINK title="High Contrast" rel="alternate stylesheet" href="images/site-hc.css" 

med ia=screen> 

<LINK title="High Contrast" rel="alternate stylesheet" href="images/home

hc.css" media=screen> 

<!--[if It IE 8]> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="/css/ie.css" media="screen" /> 

<! [ endit]--><LINK 

rel=stylesheet 

href="images/print.css" 

media=print> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery-1.3.2.min.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery.cookie.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery.cycle.min.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery.equalheights.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/site.j s"></SCRI PT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/j a vascri pt>var addthis _pub=" d isabi litygov"; </SC RI PT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/addthis _ widget.js"></SCRI PT> 

<MET A name=layout content=home> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/foresee-trigger .j s"></SCRI PT> 

<META name=GENERA TOR content="MSHTML 8.00.6001.18876"></HEAD> 
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<BODY id=home> 

<DIV id=doc4 class=yui-t2> 

<DIV id=hd > 

<UL id=topBar> 

</UL> 

<DIV id=logo><img src="images/blogo.gif' width=" 126" height="89"> 

<span class=left></span> <A id=printPage 

href="javascript:window.print()">Print this Page</A> <SPAN 

id=TextSize>Text Size <IMG id=baseFontSize title="Reset the text size" 

alt="Reset the text size" 

src=" images/font_ base.gif'> 

<IMG id=largerFontSize title="Make the text size larger" 

alt="Make the text size larger" 

src=" images/font_larger .gif'> 

<IMG id=largestFontSize title="Make the text size even larger" 

alt="Make the text size even larger" 

src=" images/font_largest.gif'> 

</SPAN> 

</DIV> 

<Div id=PageTitle> 

<p>Events &amp; Calendar</p>

</Div> 

</DIV> 

<DIV id=bd> 

<DIV id=yui-main> 

<DIV class=yui-b> 

<DIV class=yui-gc> 

<DIV class="yui-u first"> 

<table cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O"> 

<tr> 

<th scope="col"><img src="images/roz.JPG" width="207" 

height="223 "></span></th> 

<th scope="col"><img src="images/cal.JPG" width="300" 

height="225"></th> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td> 3 Decem ber</td> 

<td style="font-weight:bold">lnternational Day of Disabled Persons</td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td>2 April</td> 
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<td style="font-weight:bold">Autism world day</td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td>8 March</td> 

<td style="font-weight:bold">International Mothers or Women Day</td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td>20 November</td> 

<td style="font-weight:bold">International Children's Day</td> 

</tr> 

</table> 

</DIV> 

</DIV> 

<DIV id=content class=yui-g> 

<DIV class="contentitem even"> 

</DIV> 

<SCRIPT 

type=text/j avascri pt> 

buildTabs('#Tabs'); 

</SCRIPT> 

</DIV></D IV></DIV> 

<DIV id=navigation class=yui-b> 

<DIV id=InfoByTopic> 

<H2>Main Menu</H2> 

<UL class=list> 

<LI><A href="aboutus.htm">About US</A></LI> 

<LI><A href="types.htm ">Disability Types</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="medical.html">Hospital & Education Institutes</A></LI> 

<LI><A href="working.htm">Disability Working</A></LI> 

<LI><A href="trips.htm ">Disability Trips</ A></Ll> 

<LI><A href=" marriage. htm "> Disability Marriage</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="entertainment.htm ">Disability Entertainment</ A></Ll> 

<LI><A href=" calendar.htm "> Event Calendar</ A></Ll> 

<LI><A href="contactus.htm">Contact Us</A></Ll> 

<Ll><A href="site/index.php">Forum</A></LI> 

</UL></DIV> 

<DIV id=lnfoByState> 

<H2>&nbsp;</H2> 
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<FORM id=stateDropDown method=post name=stateDropDown 

action=/state></FORM></DIV> 

</DIV></DIV> 

</DIV> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript> 

pageStyle.init(); 

setPageTextSize(); 

</SCRIPT> 

</BODY></HTML> 
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o Contact US:

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 

Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3c.org/TR/1 999/REC

html40 l -19991224/loose.dtd"> 

<!-- saved from url=(0026)http://www.disability.gov/ --> 

<HTML lang=en xml:lang="en" 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/l 999/xhtm1"><HEAD><TITLE>D 

isability Hope:Contact US</TITLE> 

<MET A content=text/html;charset=utf-8 http-equiv=Content

Type> 

<META name=title content=Disability.gov> 

<MET A name=description 

content="Disability.gov provides easy access to comprehensive 

disability-related information and resources."><LINK 

rel=image _ src href="/images/logo-fb.gif"><LINK 

rel="shortcut icon" 

href="/images/favicon.ico"><LINK rel=icon type=image/gif 

href="/images/favicon.gif'><LINK rel=stylesheet 

href=" images/yu i-rfgb-2. 7 .O.css" 

media=screen><LINK title=Default rel=stylesheet 

href="images/site.css" 

media=screen><LINK title=Default rel=stylesheet 

href="images/home.css" 

media=screen><LINK title="High Contrast" rel="alternate 

stylesheet" 

href="images/site-hc.css" 

media=screen><LINK title="High Contrast" rel="alternate 

stylesheet" 

href="images/home-hc.css" 

med ia=screen> 

<!--[if It IE 8]> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="/css/ie.css" media="screen" /> 

<! [ endifJ--><LINK 

rel=stylesheet 

href="images/print.css" 

media=print> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery-1.3.2.min.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/jquery .cookie.j s"></SCRIPT> 
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<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery.cycle.min.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/jquery.equalheights.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src="images/site.js"></SCRIPT> 

<SC RI PT type=text/j a vascri pt>var 

addthis_pub="disabilitygov";</SCRIPT> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/addthis _ widget.js"></SCRIPT> 

<MET A name=layout content=home> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript 

src=" images/foresee-trigger .j s"></SCRI PT> 

<META name=GENERATOR content="MSHTML 

8.00.6001.18876"></HEAD> 

<BODY id=home> 

<DIV id=doc4 class=yui-t2> 

<DIV id=hd > 

<UL id=topBar> 

</UL> 

<DIV id=logo><img src="images/blogo.gif' width=" 126" 

height="89"> 

<A id=printPage href="javascript:window.print()">Print this 

Page</A> <SPAN 

id=TextSize>Text Size <!MG id=baseFontSize title="Reset the 

text size" 

alt="Reset the text size" 

src=" images/font_ base.gif'> 

<!MG id=largerFontSize title="Make the text size larger" 

alt="Make the text size larger" 

src=" images/font_larger .gif'> 

<IMG id=largestFontSize title="Make the text size even larger" 

alt="Make the text size even larger" 

src=" images/font_largest.gif'> 

</SPAN></DIV> 
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<Div id=PageTitle> 

<p>Contact US</p> 

</Div> 

</DIV> 

<DIV id=bd> 

<DIV id=yui-main> 

<DIV class=yui-b> 

<DIV class=yui-gc> 

<DIV class="yui-u first"> 

</DIV> 

</DIV> 

<DIV id=content class=yui-g> 

<DIV class="contentltem even"> 

<DIV class=description> 

<DIV id= iWantTo> 

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>Noura Al

Madani</H2> 

<p><br> 

E-mail: <a

href="mailto:Nalmadani@effatcollege.edu.sa">Nalmadani@eff

atcollege.edu.sa</a> <br>

P.O Box: 8285, Jeddah: 21482 <br>

Mobile: 0560067438 </p>

<span class=body _ Content>. </span>

<H2 class=header><SPAN class=left></SPAN>Dareen Al

Bayouk</H2>

<p> </p>

<p> E-Mail: <a

href="mailto:dalbouk@effatcollege.edu.sa">dalbouk@effatcoll

ege.edu.sa</a> <br>

<p><span class=body _ Content><br/>

</span></p>

<span class=body _ Content>

<Div style="padding-left:50px"><br/>

</Div> 

</span> 
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</DIV></DIV></DIV> 

// java script code for button tabs: 

<SCRIPT 

type=text/j avascri pt> 

buildTabs('#Tabs'); 

</SCRIPT> 

</DIV></DIV></DIV> 

<DIV id=navigation class=yui-b> 

<DIV id=InfoByTopic> 

<H2>Main Menu</H2> 

// list of menu: 

<UL class=list> 

<Ll><A href="aboutus.htm">About US</A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="types.htm">Disability Types</A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="medical.html">Hospital & Education 

II to link pages to gather: 

//institutes page 

Institutes</ A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="working.htm">Disability Working</A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="trips.htm">Disability Trips</ A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="marriage.htm">Disability Marriage</ A></LI> 

<Ll><A href=" entertainment.htm ">Disability 

//institutes page 

Entertainment</ A></LI> 

<LI><A href="calendar.htm">Event Calendar</A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="contactus.htm">Contact Us</A></LI> 

<Ll><A href="site/index.php">Forum</A></LI> 

</UL></DIV> 

<DIV id=InfoByState> 

<H2>&nbsp;</H2> 

<FORM id=stateDropDown method=post 

name=stateDropDown action=/state></FORM></DIV> 

</DIV></DIV> 

</DIV> 

<SCRIPT type=text/javascript> 

pageStyle.init(); 

setPageTextSize(); 

</SCRIPT> 

</BODY></HTML> 
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CHAPTER 9: 

Power Point Slides 
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